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This indispensable kitchen companion brings the ancient art of delicious healthy cooking to the
twenty-first century with flavors adapted for the contemporary Western palate. This volume
features 100 recipes for breakfasts, soups, salads, main dishes, one-pot meals, treats, and
drinks in three seasonal-centered chapters. Drawing on her a long time of vegetarian cooking,
providing, and teaching, in this reserve Divya Alter clarifies how exactly to create flavorful
foods with seasonal ingredients through the use of Ayurvedic principles.       Meals such as for
example Asian-style Stir-Fried Crimson and Dark Rice, Italian-design Spinach Risotto, and French-
design Braised Root Vegetables are accessible to all or any and carry the healing great
things about Ayurvedic cooking. With food combinations, methods of planning, and healing
spices customized for individual needs, this is an inspirational guide to achieving optimal
wellbeing through a personalized way of living and eating. Alter gives practical ways to
bridge the ancient wisdom of meals with contemporary living beyond the bound- aries of India.
It includes an ingredient direct along with quality recipes for staples such as for example
cultured ghee, clean cheese, yogurt, non-dairy milk alternatives, dressings, chutneys, and spice
blends.
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Just what a fantastic book! I've appreciated reading it and making foods following recipes.
Divya has a gorgeous and compassionate way with words through her fun descriptions of her
quality recipes. I'm so thankful I discovered this book. Healthy Eating Made Easy Well written a
good addition to Ayurvedic philosophy. I've tried several so far, and they possess gotten me
thrilled to try even more. Divya Alter is the only one I understand that was trained and released
in the Shaka Vansiya Ayurveda custom of healing with foods from the ancient texts thru Vaidya
RK Mishra and that's the reason why I purchased the book (there is also Ayurvedic Recipes for
Balance and Bliss by Vaidya RK Mishra). They are simple to prepare, delicious, and even my
picky spouse was reading through it last night with me agreeing that he looked forward to
trying a growing number of quality recipes (this from a meat and potatoes kind of guy- love
it!)We've specifically enjoyed the Time Milkshakes during the night, and the Cooked Apples first
thing in the morning. The photos are gorgeous and the quality recipes are well-created and
easy to follow... and given me a lot more energy to start and get through my day. The dishes
are broken down according the seasons, but each recipe has variations for your particular
dosha. Divya Alter is indeed talented and useful, and her publication is helping me balance my
vata. More than a cookbook, an answered prayer!! You can get into a rut of earning the same
recipes over and over - this book has extended my arsenal and inspired me to cook even
more! I have other Ayurvedic cookbooks, but found the information a bit overpowering and
inaccessible for me personally.This book changed all that! The author explains everything so
obviously, and the quality recipes are both delicious and easy to make. Reading it really is like
seated and having a discussion with a pal. Having just begun a healing protocol with an
Ayurvedic doctor last month, I was at a loss for how to make without onions and garlic. Now I
don't even miss them.. THE VERY BEST AYURVEDIC COOKBOOK out there. I've made some of the
quality recipes for my nonvegetarian family and friends plus they raved about the food
(particularly the creamy cashew/cilantro sauce and the soups)! I was given this publication by
the writer at her cafe Divya's Kitchen in NY about a 12 months ago after probably the most
wonderful meals I had ever endured at a restaurant. Great Advice and BETTER STILL Recipes! It
is full of information to lead a wholesome and happier life . It is also nice that most of the
ingredients called for in the book are inexpensive and will be discovered at your local grocery
store. I highly recommend it.! The dishes are easy to follow and delicious ! An excellent resource,
cookbook, therefore much more! I pre-ordered this book back November. I am enjoying Divya's
authentic self within the webpages of her book. I finally received it the other day! I love how
she shares her passion, love, reference to food, the Earth, her Ayurvedic pantry & kitchen.
Overall, it isn't only a great Ayurvedic resource and cookbook, but it is so a lot more. I rarely
eat millet, but I acquired to try her Millet Pilaf with Peas and Cranberries . Outstanding book If
you love her restaurant you will treasure the book, and when you have the book and have not
yet gone to Divya; The quality recipes are guaranteed to leave you feeling light, bright and
glowing! earthy, fiery or airy in an easy way. After that she offers recipes by the growing season
with beautiful photos and gives suggestions addressing the 3 different types of digestion. The
directions have become easy to follow.. It really is clear from starting to end how much purpose
went into creating this cookbook and her passion shines through page after page, inviting
and inspiring you to engage with food anew. Plenty of conveniently digestible seasonal dishes.
I just tried among her quality recipes. A warm-hearted , loving, and gifted Chef, with a genuine
enthusiasm for living a wholesome life , cooking food ,and changing this globe , one meal at
the same time. THE LITERAL BEST AYURVEDIC COOKBOOK OUT THERE. Wonderful ! Also, I must
say i love that she provides digestion options with her recipes in each season..... This is greater



than a cookbook, it is an answered prayer! Actually, this cookbook changes your health in that
positive way. Spices are medication. The photos are gorgeous, the quality recipes and
directions are obvious, and the ingredients easy to find with Divya's direction. Many thanks
Divya for the many inspiring & most beautiful cook, wellness, wisdom everything book! Gorgeous
recipes for each season and dosha. Also, teas you may take with your foods depending how
your digestion is feeling.Cheers to your heath. This book is incredibly well written and special in
the realm of vegetarian cook books . Can't recommend enough What an amazing book! I love
that it is a combined mix of advice on healthy living/eating and delicious, healthy quality
recipes. I've noticed a noticable difference to my digestion and energy level since I started
following the diet plan recommended in the reserve (I might have even lost a little weight!)The
quality recipes are easy to follow and so delicious. I've needed to reap the advantages of
Ayurveda for over ten years, but haven't had the opportunity to.! I got the honor to meet her in
person and she's amazing. I also like this the recipes are arranged seasonally and that the
publication contains explanations of uses and health benefits of the elements and dishes.This
book happens to be a must-have for just about any food-lover vegetarian or otherwise- and
a great away to eat healthy without it feeling like a sacrifice. It is quickly becoming my go-to
meal planner and key weapon to impress dinner quests. I already made lots of them, kitchari,
turmeric rice, morning apple recipe, soothing mung soup, lime mousse, way too many to list, and
absolutely all of them were amazing, both in flavor, and appears, and the feeling in the gut
after feeding on. The recipes look amazing and really some exclusive stuff in here, specifically
the sections on making fresh cheese. Gorgeous! Predicated on SV Ayurveda principles unlike
contemporary Ayurveda which is made in limited historic texts. Thank you Divya for such an
excellent gift to the world. What we Westerners find out about Ayurveda is primarily limited to a
watered-down version that can only take healing up to now. I'll love this book! Not only is it
filled with delectable + beautifully crafted recipes, it is filled with Divya’s compassionate +
loving center and the deep wisdom of SV Ayurveda..it was yummy! She provides an amazing list
of spice blends for different requirements, yes, very important; I Recommend it. Do your body,
mind and spirit health a favor and get this cookbook and make the dishes daily! I discover
myself looking forward to another season to get one of these whole new set of recipes. This
book will no collect dirt in my library! Not just another Ayurvedic cookbook! I actually
deliberated over buying this cookbook for many weeks before doing this. “Do I reaaallly need
another Ayurvedic cookbook?” Im so thrilled I went for this! It starts with info in how to discern
your very own kind of digestion;. This cookbook may be the outpouring of a centuries-old
lineage that somehow managed to survive the Mogul period where most of the wisdom of the
kind was destroyed. Divya brings the dietary aspect of this wisdom to light within an accessible
and reverent way through her diverse dishes. The meals are incredibly light and easy on the
digestion while getting deeply nourishing and utterly satisfying. The book is normally delightfully
and thoughtfully arranged and easy to navigate. The quality is quite high and feels good in
the hand. It is well created and filled with inspiration. His lineage is the most authentic and true
that I've found. I love this publication! I've also actually enjoyed learning more about what
spices to get and how exactly to combine them for my specific needs. This basic apple recipe
has allowed me to kick my first-thing-in-the-morning diet pepsi habit. There are delicious spice
mixtures for every season/dosha you need to try, the nice masala is my complete favorite! You
will like this publication ! And her incredibly knowledgeable and user-friendly breakdown of the
principles of Ayurveda.Overall, a wonderful book that I recommend to anyone attempting to
make little or large adjustments with their diet plan and overall well-getting. I'm so thankful!.s



Kitchen, it's essential. Thank you again, Renata Great Book Love this publication and all the
dishes in it.And the recipes! Exceptional recipes with great associations with health insurance
and therapeutics by Ayurvedic philosophy!Divya and We studied with the same Ayurvedic
Grasp, Vaidya Mishra. I was thus excited to come across this book after being interested in
Ayurveda going back few years, however, not having much luck finding a reference that
basically resonated with me. The recipes appear amazing and truly some unique stuff in here I
simply got this and have already learned thus much in just one evening of seeking at the
philosophy. Can't wait around to meet you one day in a class and learn more. Divya brings
easy to follow recipes designed not only around delicious flavor but to also wellness.. It is not
only an excellent cookbook nonetheless it pinpoints foods and cooking food techniques that
will help you stay healthy. Cookbook that helps you make healthy nice tasting foods..!....healthful
and nice tasting. I was overjoyed to receive the book.. I've actually been studying the
cookbook because I find it so full of practical tips on remaining healthy and creating tasty
foods. Congratulations on a great cookbook.
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